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Abstract--The temperature-rate dependent thermoelasticity theory is employed to study spherically 
symmetric thermoelastic waves in an infinite medium with a spherical cavity whose inner boundary is
subjected to (i) unit-step in temperature change and zero stress and (ii) unit-step in stress and zero 
temperature change. The effect of thermal relaxation times on the thermoelastic d sturbances being 
short-lived, short-time approximations of the solutions for deformation, temperature and stresses have 
been considered. It is observed that the temperature and deformation are discontinuous at both the 
wave fronts while the stresses suffer delta-function si gularities in case (i) and in case (ii), the deformation 
and temperature are continuous atboth the wave fronts, while the stresses are discontinuous at these 
locations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The generalized thermoelasticity theory proposed by Green and Lindsay [1] and Suhhubi [2] has 
aroused much interest in recent years. Unlike the conventional coupled thermoelasticity theory [3], 
this new theory includes the rate of temperature in the constitutive quations and is referred to 
as the temperature-rate dependent thermoelasticity theory [2]. Like Lord and Shulman's theory [4] 
of generalized thermoelasticity, this theory also predicts second sound phenomenon. Some 
problems, revealing interesting characteristics of this new theory, have been considered by 
Boschi [5, 6], Agarwal [7, 8], Roy Choudhuri [9], Chandrasekhariah [10-12]. Because of the 
experimental evidence in support of finiteness of heat propagation speed [13, 14], the problems 
considered in the context of this temperature-rate d pendent theory are more realistic than the 
counter parts in the conventional theory. 
In the present article we have considered thermoelastic wave propagation in a spherically 
symmetric infinite medium with a spherical cavity using the temperature-rate dependent thermo- 
elasticity theory [1], when (i) step-input of temperature and zero stress and (ii) step-input of stress 
and zero temperature change are applied at the boundary of the cavity. The case of conventional 
coupled theory is also studied and compared with the results reported by Nariboli [15]. It is 
observed on comparison that the temperature-rate d pendent heory brings into light some 
discontinuities which were not encountered in the conventional coupled theory. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDIT IONS 
We consider an infinite isotropic medium with a spherical cavity of radius "a".  Introducing 
spherical polar coordinates (r, 0, ~b) with the centre of cavity as origin, infinite medium is then 
characterized by r >1 a. If (z, , ,  zoo, z**) are the radial and circumferential stresses, then assuming 
complete spherical symmetry, the radial displacement u is the only displacement so that 
= [u (r, t), 0, 0]. We then have 
~u u 
TOO = ~(>~' err = ~r ' eoo = e~ = r ' 
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where er,., eoo, %¢, are the radial and circumferential strains. Now the constitutive quations for 
isotropic temperature-rate dependent thermoelasticity theory of Green and Lindsay [1] are 
%j = 2A6 o + 21~e o -- 7(0 + otO)6 U, ( i , j  = 1, 2, 3), (1) 
kV20 = pco(O + a*0") + 7ToA, (2) 
where z o is the stress tensor, e,j is the strain tensor, A is the dalatation, 0 is the temperature increase 
over To, To is the absolute reference temperature, 7 is equal to (32 + 2/~)~,; 2,/~ are the Lam6 
constants, a, is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the material, ~, a* are the relaxation 
times, K is the thermal conductivity, p is the mass density, co is the specific heat of the solid at 
constant strain. 
In case of complete spherical symmetry, the stress-strain relations (1) and (2) along with the heat 
conduction equation in the temperature-rate dependent theory reduce to 
Zrr = 2A -+- 2#e. - 7(0 + ct0), 
Zoo = %~ = 2A + 2#Coo - 7(0 + sOL 
where 
[&2 2 O\  
Kl-~r + r~rlOj = pCo(O + o¢*0") + }'To A, 
Ou 2u 
A = err + %O + e¢~, = ~r + --'r 
The stress equations of motion, in absence of body forces, are 
zu. j = pii~, ( i , j  = 1, 2, 3), 
which, in case of complete spherical symmetry, reduce to the only stress equation of motion 
(3) 
(4) 
__  02U 
&.  + 2 ( z , ,  ~ ~00) = p (5) 
Or r #rE " 
We introduce the following dimensionless quantities: 
U u r 0 Cd 2 + 21~ 
=- ,  R=- ,  z=- ,  ,7=- - ,  c~=- - ,  
a a To a p 
, , 7To G ct' = ct¢o , c~*' = ~*w*', ¢o = o~*' = - - ,  (6) 
apG ' a 
(a~, g0, %) -- + (Zrr, TOO, Z~, ). 
Then equations (3) assume the forms 
dU 2 (dU 2U) 
aR=~+~ ~-~+--~- - (2+2u) (a ,Z+~'2) ,  
U 2 (dU 2U) 
a°=R + 2/~ \dR  +--R- - (2  + 2/~)(a,Z + ct'Z), 
on introducing equations (6) and (7) into equations (4) and (5) we finally obtain 
Cz  2z) 0 
D, DZ = a2 ~ + a *' -~2 j  + as ~q (DI U), 
OZ aEZ OEU _~'__= 
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where 
]) T o pc~aCi 7aCl 
al 2 + 21~ a2= k a3= K 
are non-dimensional constants and 
D =_ 
0 O 2 
OR' D I - -~  +-~. 
Equations (8) and (9) readily agree with equation (2a) of Ref. [15]. The boundary of the cavity 
is given by R = 1. We take two types of boundary conditions as 
(i) aR=O, R=I ,  r/>/0, 
Z=zH(q) ,  R=I ,  q>0,  
(ii) aR=~*H(q) ,  R=I ,  q>O, 
Z=0,  R=I ,  q~>0, 
where X and X* are two dimensionless constants. 
We assume that the medium is at rest and undisturbed initially. Thus the initial and regularity 
conditions are 
OU 
U=Z=0,  a tq=0,  R~>I, - -=0,  a tq=0 
0rt 
and U=Z=0,  whenR~.  
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In the Laplace transform domain the equations (8) and (9) lead to 
(D I D - a:s - o~*'a2s2)2 = a2sDi U, 
(DDl - s2)U = (al + ~'s)DZ, 
(10) 
(11) 
where the "bars" denote Laplace transforms of the corresponding functions throughout and "s"  
is the Laplace transform parameter. Operating by DDI and D~ D respectively on these equations 
and using the remaining one, we finally obtain 
[L z - (m~ + m~)L + m~m~]O = 0, (12) 
[M 2 - (m~ + mZ~)M + m~m2,]2 = 0, (13) 
where L = DD~, M = D~D are two operators and m~, mg are the roots of the quadratic in m 2 
given by 
m 4 - [s 2 + (1 + E)a2s + ~'a3 s2 + ot*'a2s2]m 2 + a2s3(1 + a*'s) = O, 
along with E = ata3/a2 denoting the therrnoelastic coupling constant. On setting ~ '= ~* '= 0 this 
equation agrees with Nariboli [15] in the conventional coupled case. 
The solution of equations (12) and (13) are modified Bessel functions of order 3/2 [16] and taken 
in terms of exponential so that 
0= ~ F~exp(-m~R) ~+ , (14) 
i=1,2 
where E~, F~ are constants (i = 1, 2). 
exp(-miR ) E, (15) 
i=1.2 R ' 
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Substituting equations (14) and (15) in equation (10), we obtain the relations 
El[m{ -- a2s(1 + ~*'s)] = -Fta3smm, 
E2[m~ - a2s(l + o~*'s)] = -F2axsm 2. (16) 
The two types of boundary conditions in the transformed omain reduce to 
(i) ~R = 0] 
(ii) 
2= 
R=I .  
The solutions in the transformed omain are found in cases (i) and (ii) respectively to be 
Case (i) 
~r(R, s) = _Z X2 - (2 + 21.)(a, + ='s)Y2 
s Z, Y2-Y~Z2 
exp( -m|R) (1  + ml----~) 
X X~- (2  + 21.)(a~ + ='s)Yi exp(_m2R ) R + 
s Xl Y2 - Y, X2 
a3srn l  exp( -miR)  Z X2-  (2 + 21.)(a, + ~'s)Y2 
2(R ,  s )  = - - 
s Xi Y2 - Yt )(2 mm ~- azs(1 + o~*'s) R 
+ _Z_ Xi -- (2 + 21*)(aj + o~'s)Y t a3sm 2 exp(-m2 R) 
s XI Y2 -  YIX2 rn~--a2s(1 + ~*'s) R ' 
aR(R ,  s )  = 
X exp( -miR)  X2 - (2 + 21.)(a1 + ~'s)Y2 
s Xl Y2 - Yl X2 
[ 2+21.m, 2 ( + I ) 2+21. __aL_smi(a,+_7~'_~s,) l 
21. R R2 1 ~ - 21.R m~-a2s( l+o~*s) ]  
Z exp( -m2R)  Xl --(2 + 21.)(al + oVs)Yl 
s Xt II2 - Yt )(2 
E 2+21.m2 2 (+ 1 ) 2+21.  aL_sm2(a,+__a's) . 1
x 21. R R2 1 ~2R - 2#R m~-a2s( l+ct* ' s ) f  
ao(R, s)  = 
Z exp( -m,R)  X2-  (2 + 21.)(a, + ~'s)Yz 
s x ,Y=-  Y, x2 
I 2mm 1 (+m~R)  × -2 -#X+T 1 + - -  
2 + 21. _aLsm I (a, 4-_ ='_.~s.) -1 
21.R m{ - a2s(1 + c~* s)J 
X exp( -m2R)  Xj - (2 + 21*)(al -k- ot's)Yi 
s XI Y2 - Yt X2 
m2 --~- K .  l-~t- - - f - _ _  
× 2/. R 
+ 2p a_~rn2(a, +~_'~..1 
2#R m~-azs ( l  + ~* s)J 
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Case (ii) 
O(R,s) x~Y2exp(-m,R,(1 1 )x~Y,  exp,-m2R)(l ~)  
s<X,r - r, xo  ' 
ZfR="-, s) = ;(~ Y2 exp(-ml R) a3sm I + Z~ Yl exp(- m2R) 
Rs(XI Y2 - Yi 2"2) m~ -- a2s(l + ct*'s) 
a3 sin2 
RS(Xl Y2 - YI if(2) m~ -- azs(l + ~*'s)' 
OR(R, s) = 
~Y2exp(-mtR, I 2+2ktm, 2 (1+ 1 ) assm, 1] 
s(X, Y2- F, X2) 2U R -~ ~IR -m2t-a2s(l +~*'s) 
z~Ytexp(-m2R, I 2+21Rm2 2 ( + 1 ) a3sm2 1] 
- s--~, EZ-~t~z) 21~ R R2 1 ~2R -m~-a2s(1 +~*'s) ' 
Zo I"2 exp(--ml R) [ 
;(~Ylexp_(-___m2R, p 2 m2 1 ( 1 ) 
-- s(X, Y2_Y, X2) [_ ~ ~ +~-5 l+m--- ~
where 
z;, = 2~z t ,  
2 m2+~2(1 + 1 ) assm, 1] 
2/~ R ~ - m~- a2s(l + ~t*'s) 
a3sm 2 1 ] 
m 2 - a2s(1 + ~*'s) R ' 
Xl = exp(-m,)Imt(;t +2#)+4#(1  +1) ] ,  
X2=exp(-m2)Im2(2 + 2/~) + 4p(I + 1) ] ,  
as star exp(- m t ) 
Yi = m~ - a2s(l + ~*'s)' 
a3 sm2 exp( -- m2) 
Y2 = m 2 _ a2s(1 + ~t*'s)' 
4. SHORT-TIME APPROXIMATION 
As the second sound effects are short-lived, we investigate he possible discontinuities atthe wave 
fronts of the short-time approximations of the solutions. In the limit when s~oo, we obtain for 
large s, 
s 




--T- = 1 + ct 'a  3 + Ct *'a 2 ___ x//-F, 
/31.2 
a2 ;t(1 + c) - 2 ] ,  
k,.2 =~-vl,2II +¢ + ~ ' l  
r = ( 1 + ct 'as + ~t *'a2 )2 _ 4a2 ~ *', 
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F = (1 + ~'a3 + ~*'a~) 2 - 4a2~*' = (1 + ~'aa - ~*'a2) ~ + 4ot'ot*'a2a~ > O. 
(1 +o~'a3+ot*'a2)2>F so that vl <v2. 
On expanding the transformed solutions 0, Z, dR, d0 for large s in ascending powers of l/s, 
retaining terms upto lls 2 and then taking inversion, the final solutions, valid for short-times, are 
for Case (i): 
PR RI 
PR L ~ v2 ) ~ v2 ) j 
o,,<,,..,,__.=,><-,<,.,,r.,+~,,(o,~,._~)<,(.,_~),,. ,~  
-,-~(<,,o, +~,.,,-,,~+~)} 
x (,,_~).(,,_~)]_.ox ,,-., +~,..... 
RI 
+---~-U(<,,G,+~<'N,) H .=-4-,)+l.-~r-+~ ~ ~- 
~. ,, -D-( . -~)]  
"(,,,--m-) 
+----~g (aiG2+ot'N2) H q + + 
2 ( .~__.Q_) (2+2#)a, N2}(Ri)  ( _R,'~l ' 
2# k2 v2 A i + G - + 2# q - ~ H r/ v2 )_l 
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for Case (ii): 
U(R,q)~_z~exp(-k,R,) a3 )(  ~tt) ( RI) 
13 2 20~*' 
_ Z'oexp(-ktRi) a3 (~ Ri x -- 
v,(~_a2ot.. ) - -77)H(t l  R,). PR v: J 
Z(R, rl) "" Z; exp(kt R~ ) a~ (q Rl 
-- ,R /3,/32(~_a20t,,)(~_a20t,,) --vT)H( rl --~l) 
( ")( < + z~exp(-k2Ri) a3 --7 t/ - -  
/3'/32~ -a2°t )~. -~2-a2~ ) v2.1 
~rR(R.q)~z~exp(-k~Rl) (2 +2/,) a3 ~' 1 -v-7 . . . . .  Hq  
PR 2~ (1  _ a2~t.. - a2.*' 
V~/32\V~ / 1.\/31 
[. 2a3 +2 +2./.1 a_L ..~[. a, a3 
a2 ~--a2= )If/3=(~- a2,*') 
aZv,(l -oe*'k2/32)-k2 Q 
/3,0 -a2o'*'/3~,) +Fi;~ ~ 
a3o~' a2vl(1 -ot*'k, vl)-kl 
o) (1 -- a2o~*' v~) 
Q a30t' 
a2,') /31( ~12 a2/32(1- ot*'k2v_2)-k2 _ _  __ a20~,, ) -1---a20t"/3-'~2 rl __~l)H(r ! R, 
_ x;exp(-k2&) I2 + 2/~ 
PR 21~ v, v2(~ - a2=*') --T2~*') ~n. -  7 
f 2a3 2 + 2kt a 3 [ a~ a3 
+ ,~ 2[ 1 ,,\ + 2~ . . . . .  [Rv,~-a2~t ) (~-a2a*') v, v2,- 1 , 
a~/32~-~*~ )-el tO+ a,~ 
/32(1  - a2~*" /3~) Pv~ /31 (1 _ a2~t,, ) 
\/32 
+ 
a2v2(l -~*'k2v2)-k2 Q a3~' 
( !  - a~*'v~) 
a3ot' a2v,(1-~*'k,v,)-k,-]']f R,)] 
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oe(R, if) ~-- 
x~exp( -k ,R , )  [[- a3 P (2 + 2/~)a3~' 
PR 2 / 1 ~ , , \  / -- [ - -1- - ' - -~, , \  
k 2 / L  \'~1 / 
"9 
)~ a2v~( l -~t* 'k iv , ) -k  ~ Q ;t 
2 F (1 - a 2 ~ *'v 2) p 2/.w 2 
+ a~a3(2 + 2~) 
21"tVlv2(l\v! --a2~t*') 
a3(2 + 2fl)cx' a2vl(1 -o~* 'k lv l ) -k  ~ + 
# 1 - a2ot*'v ~ 
Q (2 + 2/z)ala3a' 
"2.V, V2 (V~- a2cx "') 
(2 + 2p)a, a3~' a2v2(i : Qt*'k2v2) -- k2] 
1 -°:') "-a:"" l 
",>] ,~ exp(-k2R,)[ (:2) 
PR v~v2 - a:~*" 
(2 + 2#)a 3 0~' 
2.v2(  -- . :  *') t/ v2,] .~(I _a2~,," ~
1 ). a2v2( l -~* 'k2v2) -k  2 Q 2 a, a3(A+2fl) ) 
Rv~ 2# ( l -  a2~* 'v~)P2#v, '  (~  
21.Wl v 2 -- a2ot*' 
where 
+ as~'(2 + 2~u) a2v2(1 -- ~*'k2v2) -- k2 Q (2 + 2tz)a, as~' 
{1 ,,'~ 
2.v,~-a2. ) I - -  d20~*'U ~ - - f f  2/.Wl v2(vl__~2- a2~* ' )  
+ (2 + 2/~)a~ a3~' 
- a:*') 
}( )( "')] a2vl(l-~*'ktvl)-kt RI - -~2 , i-a:*'v---~ ' I -~  tt 't 
R~=R- I ,  
p = m 2 + 21z a3v 2 ,~ + 2# a3v, 
V I 1 -- a20~*'v ~ v 2 1 - a:t*'v~' 
Q = 2 + 21z a3v~ a2v2(l -- ~x*'k2v2) - k 2 
V I (1 -- a2~*'v~) 2 
a319 2 
~- {k, (:. + 2.) + 4u} 
I a2ot *" v 22 
2 + 21~ a3 v~ a2v~ (1 - ~t *'kl vl ) - kt 
V, (1 -- a2o~*'v21) 2 
a3pl + {k2(2 + 2/z) + 4/x} 
1 a2oc*'v 2' 
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Ai .  2 = - -  
2 +2# ~'(2 + 2#)a3vl, 2
t~l, 2 1 - -  a20t* 'v2  2 
at (a + 2g)a3vt.2 
B,. 2 = kk2(2 + 2/*) + 4V -- 1 -- a2ol*'v2.: 
-- (2 + 2#)a30t'v2,2 a2vL2(1 -- °t*'k"2v"2) -- kL2 
( l  - -  a , , , ,2  .2 2 0~ Ul ,2 J  
a2vl,2(l - -  oc*'vl,2kl,2) --  kl, 2 
CI2=41"LVl'2-(2+21~)ala3v~'2 ( l  a2 , ,  2 -2 , 
• - -  0~ V 1,2) 
A2,1 a3/31,2 
G l '2  = I - -  a2~* ' / )1 ,2  ~ 
,~,~:(,~.. ,¢) o:,., 
• 1 - -  a2o~*'v2,z" 
5. CONVENTIONAL COUPLED CASE 
In absence o f  re laxat ion  parameters ,  we have 
m 4 --  [S 2 + (1 + E)a2s]m 2 + a2 s3 = O, 
which agrees with Ref.  [15]. 
For  large s, 
a2E ml ~ s -I--- 
2 '  
2,/7 
In this case the shor t - t ime so lut ions for U, Z,  aR, a0 are found in a s imi lar  way to be, for Case (i): 
f -a2  s R,'~ 
U(R, ~) ~- P 'R  
~,,R L ,/% + ~ 2,/ .  : 4. j 
Z(R, ~) -- 
--~.,or<@)}+e'..,' '~.~" :J 
( ' : ' )  ,o,, / ] 
P'R [LoH(,I - R,) + 2go ~-R'H(~-R,)-No(~-R,)H(~-R,) 
x {~ [ -  FL~ erfc(~/~2~' / + M~ 2 exp 
+ P--;-~ L \ 2#.  / k 4. / J  
- . ,~o .~c( J °+ l~+ ~.o.., ,o.,c(~#'l l .  
\ 2C,~ J] \ 2x/,S / J  
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(°::) .x, [ 7"  ] o . (R .  q) ~- P 'R  lH(rl - R, ) + 2m it H(q  - R , )  + n (rl - R, )H(rl - R, ) 
P'R [l' erfc(~)+ m'{2 ~/~ exp[--(~qRl~)]- R, w/~2 erfc(~)} 
+ n'4qi:erfc(w/-~sR~)l, 
\ 2x/~l /1 
~ro(R, q) -~ 
(°:.) .ox. [ 7"  ] 
P 'R  L, H(rl - R, ) + 2M,  rc H(q  - R, ) + N, (q - R, )H(q - R, ) 
p,XR[L'lerfc(V/-~2R'~ M~ {2~ exp[- (~qR1~)] 
\2~ :+ 
_ R, ~z  erfc(~/-a~sR' ~ + u,, 4.;2 erfc('/:~#' ]]; 
\ 2x/q /) \ 2x/q /J 
for Case (ii): 
,~exp(a2~,) ~' [aZ'4' i2erfc(~)] U(R,~I ) "  P 'R  [a,(rI - R,)H(~I -- Rj)]-- , 
Z(R'q)~- P'R [ l , (q-R~)HOI-  Rt)] - ~-7~ ~_124r/i2 erfc\ 2x/q ,I 3, 
f as~Rl'~ 
an(R' q) ~- P'R it 
P'R \2x/~ / ] 
+ C;4.,~erfc/'"'~]l, 
\ 2,,/~ 13 
ao(R, q) ~- ,~ox.( °:.)[,o.~ ~ .+2moT R P'R n H(q - R, ) + qo (tl - R, )H(q - R, )] 
:~ [aoer<@)+~o{2 7~ ex.[ (~)] ~ ~orfc(~)} 
+ eo4q]erfcfR'~:-~2)], 
\ 2w/- ~ ,]J 
where P', a . . . . .  c, A ~ . . . . .  etc. are constants and 
i" erfc(x) = i ' - i  erfc(x) dx 
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stands for the associated error function of n th degree and 
i erfc(x) = f~ erfc(x) dx. 
J~  
6. DISCUSSION 
From the short-time solutions we observe that there exist two types of waves propagating with 
velocities v~ and v2 of which v~ < v2. The contribution of the elastic wave in the vicinity of the wave 
front R~ = r/v~ is given by the terms containing H[r/-(R~/o~)], whereas the contribution of the 
thermal wave in the vicinity of the wave front R~ = r/v2 is given by the terms containing 
H[t l  - (R, /v2)] .  
In Case (i), we observe that the deformation and temperature suffer finite discontinuities at 
both the wave fronts whereas the stresses uffer delta-function singularities at these locations. 
The magnitude of the jumps in deformation and temperature at these wave fronts R~ = r/vt.2 are 
given by 
[U + - U-]R,.~,,~ 2 = T ~ exp( -R Ik t '2 )  A2 i, 
• P R  ' 
Z exp(-  Ri kj.2) 
[Z + - Z-JR, =,,',.2 = + PR G,.2. (17) 
The above jumps decay exponentially with distance. In Case (ii), we observe that deformation and 
temperature are continuous at both the wave fronts and stresses uffer finite discontinuities at the 
respective wave fronts. The magnitudes of the jumps in stresses at the wave fronts R I = r/Vl. 2 are 
given by 
[0"~ -- O'R]RI=q/,I.2 ~-~" "~ x~exp(-Rlkl.2) (2 + 2#)a3 [ a t 1 ] 
- X~ exp(-R,k,.2) 
[cr~ - ~ro]R ,=~,  2 = + 
PR 
a 3 (' ) VI.2V2. I ~ - -a2~*'  
V2.t 
x [ i  2# v~.2-'a2a*' vl.2 (18) 
These jumps are also seen to decay exponentially with distance. 
In case of conventional coupled theory, we observe that the solutions consist of a wave part 
(E-wave) travelling with unit velocity and of a diffusive part. This is evident since the heat equation 
is the conventional coupled diffusion equation. The contribution i  the vicinity of the elastic wave 
front (E-wave) Rt = t/is manifested by the terms containing H(r / -R~).  In Case (i), we observe 
that the deformation, temperature and stresses uffer finite jumps at the elastic wave front. The 
diffusive part is continuous at R~ = t/. The jumps at the elastic wave front are given by 
[U ÷ - U-]R,=~ = P 'R  ' 
  oxp(R;2,) 
[Z  ÷ - Z - ]R ,  =~ = P 'R  " 
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xl exp( R' 22 Q. ) 
[tr~ - o~]R , . ,  = - P 'R  ' 
[a~- -- ao]R,~, = - P 'R  
The last results agree with equation (12) as reported in Ref. [15] apart from notation, indicating 
a finite jump of the hoop stress across the elastic wave front. As reported in Ref. [15], for 
aluminium, a2 --- 107, E = 0.0269, so a:E is of the order of 105. In the classical coupled theory except 
at points very close to the cavity, the jumps are negligible. The jump is finite for small times near 
the cavity surface, whereas the hoop stress as well as the radial stress suffer delta-function 
singularity at this location for small times in the temperature-rate d pendent theory. 
In Case (ii), deformation and temperature are continuous at the elastic wave front, while stresses 
suffer finite discontinuities at this location. The jumps in the stresses at the elastic wave front are 
given by 
~(~A~ exp( R122e- ) 
[a+ -- a'~ JR' =n = P 'R  ' 
[~ - a~ ]R, =~ = P 'R  ' 
showing the jumps decay exponentially with distance. 
Thus delta-function singularities in stresses of the temperature-rate dependent theory disappear 
in Case (i) of the conventional coupled case. Also the jumps at the thermal wave front disappear 
in the conventional coupled case. The finite discontinuities at the thermal wave front and the 
delta-function singularities in stresses at both the wave fronts that appear in the present heory are 
due to the presence of temperature-rate among the constitutive variables and are not encountered 
in the conventional coupled theory. This is expected since the heat equation in the conventional 
coupled case does not preserve the wave like character and the constitutive quations in the 
conventional theory are independent of the temperature-rate. So the temperature-rate dependent 
theory put forth by Green and Lindsay displays some discontinuities, not occurring in the 
conventional coupled case. 
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